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From Old School RuneScape Wiki Big Chompy Bird Hunting is a quest where you help the Rantz troll catch a chompy bird so he can feed his children. Details[edit | edit source] Review[edit | edit source] The starting point for the hunt. Talk to Rantz; He's southeast of Gu'Tanoth. Some ways to get to him
include using gnome gliders (only after completing One Small Favor), trading for a Feldip Hills teleport with other players, nightmare zone minigame group finder, or fairy ring system (AKS). Rantz is hungry and wants you to help him make arrows to his unusually large bow so he can hunt the chompy bird.
Like any arrow, ogre arrows need feathers, a shaft and a tip. Note: You must make the troll arrows from scratch. Otherwise, Rantz won't accept them. Make arrowheads [edit | edit source] You must start the search before you can have the opportunity to make arrowheads. Kill a few wolves (level 64) in
the crater southwest of Rantz for wolf bones. (Can be safespotted standing near Roots in northeast of the swamp.) Use a chisel on the wolf bones to produce arrow tips. Note: When chiselling the wolf bones, you get a random amount of arrowheads (2-6 estimated). Make shafts [edit | edit source] Chop
down a few Achey Trees nearby for Achey tree logs (you'll need about 5 logs – Rantz even wants 6 arrows and you'll probably have a few of your own). Use a knife on the logs to produce some arrow shafts. Make the arrows [edit | edit source] The cave [edit | edit source] Return to Rantz, and give him
the arrows. He tells you about the swamp toads that his children like to play with. Enter the cave entrance north of Rantz. Talk to Rantz's kids in the cave. They will inform you that Rantz locked their ogre bellows in the chest (keep the bellows if you plan to make Mourning's End Part I and/or recipe for
disaster). The chest is closed and weighted closed with a large stone. Try to unlock your chest. Failed attempts will reduce your strength by 1. Search the chest to retrieve the pods (be sure to search it immediately, or it can lock again). The inflatable toads[edit | edit source] Filling the bellows and using it
on toads. Go back to the southwest of Rantz, where you found the wolves. They surround a swamp. (see the first image of the review). Use the pods on the swamp bubbles in the swamp, at the southern end of the swamp pond. You get three shots of gas-filled bellows before it needs to be refilled. Use
bellows on a toad again to get a bloated toad and you will catch it and put it in your inventory. Get three toads. The chompy and the hunt [edit | edit source] Back to Rantz and talk to him. He will show you where to place toads for chompy birds out. Drop a toad on the spot (a yellow flashing arrow will mark
it), then move closer to Rantz. Don't stay too close to bait, but make sure it's in visible range. On a successful lure, a chompy bird appears. Occasionally, the lure will be in vain, and bait will disappear; If this happens, release another toad. Rantz will shoot at it, but he will miss. He's going to complain that
the arrows don't fly straight. Talk to Rantz and offer to help shoot for him. He will agree and give you his troll bow. (If you're quick to get the bow, the already raised chompy bird may be killed. The troll bow or comp ogre bow is used during recipe for disaster, so be sure to hold on to either if planning to do
this quest too). Head back down to clearing and place another toad (it doesn't have to be on the exact tile indicated in the first place). Use bow and arrows, and when the bird appears, reach it. If the bird doesn't appear or it flies away before you can kill it, keep placing inflated toads to lure chompies back.
When you kill a Chompy, pick the carcass and take the raw chompy back to Rantz. He now wants you to cook it as well. (NOTE: YOU MUST KILL CHOMPY YOURSELF. You can't buy a raw chompy.) Cooking chompy bird [edit | edit source] Rantz will mention a special ingredient that he wants the bird
to be cooked with. He will also tell you to ask the kids what they would like the bird to be seasoned with. Travel to the cave and ask each of the two Ogre children what they want Chompy to be seasoned with. In total, you will need three different ingredients, but only one bird. It's different from player to
player what the trolls want at Chompy, but here's a quick list of where to get it all. Onions: A little bit to the southwest, there is a fire near where you will find tomato. The onions grow near tomato. Right-click on the grassy shots and select them. If you get an onion seed instead of an onion, choose another



shoot. Doogle leaves: to the west, on the way to the glider. Equa Leaves: You can get this southeast part of Rantz. Tomato: West-southwest of Rantz, near the trolls. On top of a stool. Potato: Slightly southeast of Rantz (same area as equa leaf). To be plucked from a potato plant. Cabbage: Southwest of
Rantz, north of tomato and onion. Use the bird on spit north of Rantz while holding all three ingredients. Present Rantz with his delicious spicy cooked chompy bird. Rewards[edit | edit source] Music unlocked [edit | edit source] Required to fill [edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] When Rantz misses
the bird, he blames arrows rather than stabbers. For the performance, watch Big Chompy Bird Hunting (performance). This article has a quick guide available here. Quick Guides provide a brief overview of the steps needed for completion. Big Chompy Bird Hunting is a quest, you help help The troll catch
a chompy bird so he can feed his children. Official description[edit | edit source] Rantz the troll needs to feed his demanding children, Fycie and Bugs, so he wants to go Big Chompy Bird hunting. The problem is, he's all fingers and thumbs when it comes to making troll arrows. Can someone give him a
hand? Overview[edit | edit source] Chompies[edit | edit source] Talk to Rantz, located on the Far Eastern region of Feldip Hills (see; east of fairy ring axe). He is hungry and wants you to help him make some 'stabbers', better known as troll arrows, so he can hunt some chompy birds. The troll arrows must
be made by the player; to get them from another player, in any way whatsoever, will not work. Lock... [edit | edit source] Like any arrow, ogre arrows also need feathers, a shaft, and a tip. The shafts must be made of achey logs, which can be found all around Rantz, mostly to the south. Chop down a few
achey trees to get its logs (you'll need about 5 logs – Rantz even wants 6 arrows and you'll probably have a few of your own). Right click on the logs and click craft to produce some ogre pileaksler. Use feathers on the acts to produce flighted ogre arrows. You will need 4 feathers per arrow; just over 100
should suffice. You can enter the cave just north of Rantz and buy 25 feathers for 50 coins from Fycie. The tips are carved out of wolf bones: Kill a few wolves (level 42) in the crater southwest of Rantz for wolf bones; you may need 4-6 of them. The bones that spawn on the ground don't work. Right-click
on the wolf bones, then choose the craft wolf bones to produce wolf bone arrowheads (producing 4 arrowheads per bone). Use the tips on the flighted axles to create ogre arrows. Return and talk to Rantz who picks out 6 'stabbers' from your inventory. ... Stock... [edit | edit source] Now that you have
found a way to kill chompy birds, you must next collect bait to hunt them on convenient land. Rantz tells you about the swamp toads that his kids like to play with. Enter the cave entrance north of Rantz. Talk to Rantz's children, Fycie and Bugs in the cave; They will inform you that they use ogre bellows for
bloated toads, by filling it up with swamp gas. Unfortunately, their father locked the pod in his chest in the northwest corner. The chest is closed and weighted closed with a large stone; try to unlock the locked rib cage. Failed attempts will reduce your strength by 1, although it is not difficult. After pushing
the boulder out of your chest, search it to retrieve the bellows. Go back to where you killed the wolves to find the swamp and more toads. Use the troll bellows on a swamp toad - it tells you that the air is too thin. Use the bellows on the bubbles in the swamp, at the southern or eastern end of the swamp
pond. You get three shots of gas-filled bellows. It can be refilled if necessary. Use the troll bellows on a toad again to get a bloated toad in your inventory. Only 3 toads may be carried at once. If you were to catch a fourth toad, one of your toads in your inventory would escape. ... and two smoking barrels
[edit | edit source] Back to Rantz and talk to him. He shows you where to place toads to lure chompy birds out. Drop a bloated toad on the spot (a yellow flashing arrow will mark it). Tell Rantz you've placed the bait. Don't stay too close to bait, but make sure it's in visible range. Occasionally, waiting too
long results in bait disappearing. Continue to place bait until you have nothing left. On a successful lure, a chompy bird appears; Rantz will take a long shot at it, but misses. He starts making excuses and says the arrows don't fly straight. Talk to Rantz and offer to help shoot for him. He will agree and give
you an extra troll bow. If the bird is still around, shoot it, otherwise head back down to clearing and place another toad (it doesn't have to be on the exact tile indicated in the first place). Use the troll's bow and troll arrows, and when the bird appears, attack it. It is best not to wear any magic or melee armor
otherwise chompy will not take any damage (see equipment penalty). If the bird doesn't appear or it flies away before you can kill it, keep placing inflated toads to lure chompies back. When you kill a chompy, pick the carcass and take the raw chompy back to Rantz. He now wants you to cook for his
family as well. Thanksgiving [edit | edit source] Rantz will mention a special ingredient that he wants the bird to be cooked with. He will also tell you to ask the kids what they would like the bird to be seasoned with. Go into the cave and ask both Fycie and Bugs what they want chompy seasoned with. In
total, you will need three different ingredients. It's different from player to player what the trolls want on chompy. Below is the location of possible ingredients. Onions: West of the swamp, where you get the puffy toads, planted near tomato on a stool, there's a fire and some trolls, right around there. You
have to select them from the ground because they do not appear on the minimap. Doogle leaf: West of onion spawn, in between the fungus (red dot on minimap). Tomato: West of the swamp on a stool, in the same area as the onions (red dot on minimap). Cabbage: On the ground, not too far from the
tomatoes. Equa Leaf: You can get this southeast part of Rantz, east of the place you placed your toad for bait. Equa leaves are small and green, so sometimes they can be hard to see, one way to get around this is to use the red dots on your minimap to pin point the location of equa leaves. Potato: can
choose a one from a potato plant southeast of Rantz, right next to the equabladet. Use the bird on the ogre spit-roast north of Rantz and all three ingredients will automatically be topped up on the bird. Presented Rantz with his delicious spicy chompy bird. Congratulations, quest complete! Rewards[edit |
edit source] Achievements[edit | edit source] Required to complete[edit | edit source] Big Chompy Bird Hunting is directly required for the following quests/miniquests: Transcript[edit | edit source] Update history[edit | edit source] The update history project is a work in progress – not all updates to this topic
can be included below. See here for how to help! patch 19 April 2011 (Update): The starting point of this search has been updated to the state east of the swamp pool, instead of north. patch March 25, 2009 (Update): Code dealing with Rantz and this quest has now been properly fixed. Fixed.
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